KODAK ALARIS CASE STUDY
Maximizing Efficiency with C2P
Jay Mathewson - Manager, Environment, Health & Safety
At Kodak Alaris I’m responsible for product compliance, regulatory analysis, and EH&S management systems. I also
manage our producer responsibility and site compliance obligations.

Our Challenges
The challenge we faced was a common one - attempting to expand product offerings and market reach, while limiting
or reducing resources. That challenge was further compounded by the rapid growth of product-focused legislation.
We needed a more efficient tool to maximize the efficiency of our limited regulatory resources.

How Kodak Alaris uses C2P
We needed a solution that would help us save time, and C2P, the compliance knowledge platform, does that. The
speed at which we can triage incoming issues has been improved as alerts can be filtered and customized. When we
encounter a subject or project that’s less familiar, ‘Ask our Experts’ provides us with direct access to the subject
matter experts behind C2P. We also have confidence that we have no gaps in coverage as C2P encompasses nearly
all the regulatory topics and markets applicable to our various lines of business in one tool.

Advantages of using C2P
• Automation: Our regulatory team has leveraged the workflow capabilities
built into C2P, replacing a manual process with streamlined tools
• Faster Research and Analysis: The ability to filter alerts, coupled with
the scope and English-language regulatory summaries provided by C2P,
has resulted in substantial time savings. These same features also
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